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Mercury ends its retrograde on the very first day of 2024, so things may start to switch fairly early
in the year, and our focus moves from where it’s been since December to something new. We
may not fully feel this until Uranus also ends its retrograde on the 27th, and then we’ll have all
planets moving forward and can gain momentum.

Mars moves to Capricorn on January 4th, helping bring some of the ambition and drive we
need to get new goals and projects started, and the Capricorn New Moon on the 11th can be a
time of opportunity. Mercury goes back to Capricorn on the 13th, fully moving on from the
retrograde, and helps with a disciplined mind.

The Sun and Pluto both move in Aquarius on the 20th, and Pluto is going to fully enter this sign
later in 2024. With the Sun joining Pluto in this sign right away, we can be excited about the
future, the changes we’re embarking on, and can shine a light on what we need to do in order to
make the dreams we have a reality. 

The Leo Full Moon on the 25th can reconnect us with our hearts, amplify inspiration and
creativity, and be a nice time for some romance.

KEY DATES:

about January 2024:

JAN 1: MERCURY DIRECT IN SAGITTARIUS

JAN 4: MARS ENTERS CAPRICORN

JAN 11: CAPRICORN NEW MOON

JAN 13: MERCURY ENTERS CAPRICORN

JAN 20: SUN & PLUTO ENTERS AQUARIUS

JAN 25: LEO FULL MOON

JAN 27: URANUS DIRECT IN TAURUS



Planetary Events:

Monday: Venus Square Saturn,
Mercury Direct in Sagittarius
Wednesday: 4th Quarter Moon
in Libra
Thursday: Mars Enters
Capricorn

The new year kicks off with Mercury starting to move forward again
in Sagittarius, and coupled with Venus square Saturn, we may have
some challenges starting the new year with focus on new goals and
ventures. It can be a slow start in some way, and we need more
patience and to avoid being impulsive and impatient. The 4th
Quarter Moon helps us clear out to bring balance to our lives, and
Mars moving into Capricorn will help restore ambition and get us
on the right path as time goes on.

Make a plan for the week! How can you have more patience, manage impulsive energy, clear out, find
balance, and restore ambition:

Week of:
January 1st - 7th 2024



Planetary Events:

Monday: Mercury Square
Neptune
Tuesday: Sun Trine Uranus, Mars
Sextile Saturn
Thursday: Capricorn New Moon
Friday: Mars Trine Jupiter
Saturday: Mercury Enters
Capricorn

Imagination can soar to kick the week off, and we may lack focus
and want to daydream the minutes away. That’s alright, because
focus returns quickly, and by midweek, we’re disciplined with our
energy, we’re setting new goals, we’re working on long-term plans,
and we’re willing to step outside of our comfort zones to make
things happen. We can get ready for the future, and make our own
luck.

Make a plan for the week! How can you use imaginative energy, which goals and plans can you work
on, and how can you step outside your comfort zone:

Week of:
January 8th - 14th 2024



CAPRICORN NEW MOON: JAN 11 2024

n e w  m o o n  m a n i f e s t a t i o n

Natal House the New Moon
occurs in & what it rules:

potential capricorn
focuses:

long-term goals and
ambitions
long-term plans
responsibilities
being the leader/boss
external foundations
authority figures
governments, corporations
and institutions

Natal Planets in Capricorn & what
they rule:

What New Moon manifestations will you focus on for this New Moon? Brainstorm affirmations,
rituals, and general intuitive thoughts:



Planetary Events:

Monday: Sun Sextile Neptune
Tuesday: Venus Conjunct Ceres
Wednesday: 2nd Quarter Moon
in Aries
Thursday: Mercury Sextile Saturn
Friday: Mercury Trine Jupiter,
Venus Square Neptune
Saturday: Sun Conjunct Mercury,
Sun Enters Aquarius, Pluto Enters
Aquarius

Imagination and creativity can be high early in the week, and we
can use this to our advantage. We can be extra resourceful, get
help from those around us, and we can feel supported. The 2nd
Quarter Moon helps us take the initiative with what needs to be
changed, and we can make use of disciplined minds. Big ideas can
prove beneficial, though we may also need to guard against being
taken advantage of later in the week. Something we’ve been
working on for the last 6-8 weeks may culminate, and we start
giving the future more consideration and become more invested in
our dreams thanks to Pluto entering Aquarius.

Make a plan for the week! How can you use creativity, be resourceful, make changes, work on big
ideas, and focus on your dreams:

Week of:
January 15th - 21st 2024



Planetary Events:

Tuesday: Venus Enters Capricorn
Thursday: Leo Full Moon
Friday: Ceres Square Neptune
Saturday: Sun Square Jupiter,
Mercury Conjunct Mars, Uranus
Direct in Taurus
Sunday: Venus Sextile Saturn,
Mercury Trine Uranus, Venus
Trine Jupiter

We can enjoy being ambitious and moving forward with our goals,
and want to make progress. Creative projects and ventures may
culminate with the Full Moon, and we can be more in tune with
our hearts. Resources may be challenged later in the week, and we
may lack the support we need, and have to work on healthy
boundaries. Mental energy can be high over the weekend, and we
can think outside the box, and work on long-term plans for goals.
We can have a little luck, though we may need to be careful we
don’t push it.

Make a plan for the week! Which goals and creative projects can you focus on, how can you give
yourself support, what can you use mental energy with, and how can you make your own luck:

Week of:
January 22nd - 28th 2024



Planetary Events:

Monday: Mars Trine Uranus
Friday: 4th Quarter Moon in
Scorpio, Mercury Sextile Neptune

Pursuing change can be a great focus this week, and we can push
to do things differently. We can be much more independent, and
willing to take the initiative with our dreams for the future. The 4th
Quarter Moon helps us to clear out deeply so we have plenty of
room for the new to come. Imagination can be helpful later in the
week, and we can have pleasant communications.

Make a plan for the week! Which changes can you work on, how can you do things differently, what
can you clear out, and how can you use imagination:

Week of:
January 29th - February 4th 2024



DETAILS:

p l u t o  i n  a q u a r i u s

Pluto enters Aquarius January 20 2024
Exits Aquarius September 1 2024
Re-enters Aquarius November 19 2024
Exits Aquarius March 8 2043
Re-enters Aquarius August 31 2043
Exits Aquarius January 19 2044

Pluto began its entrance into Aquarius in March 2023, but that only lasted a few months before Pluto
went back to Capricorn for the rest of the year. Pluto marches back to Aquarius in January 2024, and
spends most of the year in Aquarius, only bowing out briefly September to November, before officially
and fully entering Aquarius, to stay for almost 20 years.

We’re in a major period for shifting, changing, and pushing into the future, especially with Aquarius ruling
the future. We can feel like we’re on the edge, at the precipice of something great, bold, maybe scary at
times, but necessary. What has been can no longer be, and the future is now.

There can be massive transformations occurring during this period impacting the masses, involving tech or
science, the occult, or our causes. We can be more invested in how what we do now impacts everyone
at once, as well as way down the line in the future. We can also be more inventive, unconventional, and
iconoclastic.

This change started in 2023, and we continue to see the changes in 2024, but we’re only at the
beginning, so it may not seem quite so big for now. Years later, we’ll look back and see just how big it
actually was.

Embrace the new!

DATES:



Mercury, Venus, Mars & New Moon in Capricorn
Mini Scopes

A
RI
ES This buildup of energy highlights your goals and the direction your life

is taking, which is fitting for the start of a new year. Mars helps you take
action for what you want, Venus brings ease, Mercury brings
disciplined ideas and plans, and the New Moon brings opportunities
to take advantage of. Set up your year right and get going.

C
A
N
C
ER

G
EM

IN
I

TA
U
RU
S Possibility and opportunity can excite you now, and you can feel there

are more options available to you than perhaps there have been. You
can think big too, and this can open up even more doors for you.
Your optimism can be high, and you can use this to your benefit. Be
bold and brave and believe in yourself.

Starting the new year off with a big transformation can prove to be as
beneficial as possible, and you can empower yourself and take more
control. This can help set you up for the rest of your year, and you can
see how transforming what has been stale or old can be a smart thing
to do and lead to more insights.

There can be opportunities for you to bring new people into your life
and to pursue opportunities with a partner thanks to the New Moon,
and you can have more energy when you have help thanks to Mars.
Venus helps you get along well with others and turns up your charm,
and Mercury helps you open up lines of communication.

V
IR
G
O

LE
O Productive energy can surge, and you can make use of the energy you

have thanks to Mars to get organized, make lists, be more efficient,
and have more structure. You can make lists, create schedules, and
revamp your routines to get as much done as possible, and you may
get attention for the work you do.

Creative projects can be your focus to start the new year, and you may
want to bring creativity into everything you do. This helps you connect
to your heart, and you can be more fun-loving and open to a good
time. You can get inspired in new ways, and you can funnel your heart
energy into anything you work on.



Mercury, Venus, Mars & New Moon in Capricorn
Mini Scopes

LI
B
RA

This may be the time of year you want to work on building a solid,
strong foundation so you can move forward for the rest of the year
confidently growing from that base. You can tackle your inner
foundation, address emotional needs and old issues, and you can
work on plans for what you want to start from the ground up.

CA
PR
IC
O
RN

SA
G
IT
TA
RI
U
S

SC
O
RP
IO Ideas can flow in the new year, and you can come up with lots of

ideas and plans that excite you. The New Moon can provide
opportunities for you to do something with one of your ideas, and you
can use the mental energy thanks to Mars and Mercury to maximize
any opportunities you have. Utilize your mental skills and talents.

Improving stability and security can be important to you as the new
year starts, and you can focus on trying to stabilize areas that have been
chaotic, and work on improving access to resources as well as your
financial situation. This can help you for the rest of the year, and you
can feel more confident in what you’re working to achieve.

Mars in your sign usually gives a shot of energy, while Mercury in your
sign brings ideas and news, and Venus in your sign brings pleasant,
helpful energy. The New Moon in your sign can give opportunities for
a new project, plan, or journey, and this can be something you focus
on for the rest of the year.

P
IS
C
ES

A
Q
U
A
RI
U
S There can be slower energy as the new year starts for you, and you

may want to take some extra time to rest, recharge, and stay out of the
spotlight. You may find others are more draining on your energy in
every way, more than usual, and you likely need to get some quiet time
to clear out and reset yourself to be ready for opportunities to come.

The future can be on your mind with the new year, and you can think
more about your dreams. You can be open to doing things in a
different way, and you can be more experimental and venture outside
your comfort zone. You can get help from friends or groups, and you
can feel inspired to pursue your dreams.



Leo Full Moon
Mini Scopes

A
RI
ES This Leo Full Moon can bring a strong connection to your heart, and

you can be inspired to act based on what your heart is telling you. This
can help you be more affectionate, loving, romantic, and generous,
but it can also make you more needy, so try to make sure you’re taking
care of yourself and not looking for so much validation.

C
A
N
C
ER

G
EM

IN
I

TA
U
RU
S Emotions can be strong with this Leo Full Moon, and you may need

more emotional support. Work on strengthening your support system,
but also work on being more supportive of yourself, especially if you
know you can be your own worst enemy at times. Give yourself some
comfort, and work through old emotional issues.

Words can have a stronger effect on you than usual with this Leo Full
Moon, and you may want to choose your words wisely since they can
have more meaning. You can get something off of your chest, and this
can be freeing, though it may also be emotional. Give yourself words
of encouragement.

The opinions of others can weigh more heavily on you than usual with
this Leo Full Moon, and you can take them to heart, but you may
need to work on placing more value in what you think of yourself.
Improve your confidence and sense of self-worth, and you can be less
sensitive during this time, and more grounded.

V
IR
G
O

LE
O Full Moons in your sign tend to be important periods for results, and

your emotions can be strong. You can give yourself more attention,
and tend to your own wants and needs. You may prioritize yourself,
which can be good if you’ve been ignoring yourself. Take the results
that you see and let them inform your plans.

Energy may not be very high with this Leo Full Moon, and you may
need some time to yourself. Others can be more draining on you,
especially emotionally, and you may need more peace and quiet. You
can spend some time clearing out something important, and releasing
baggage in a healthy way can open you up more.



Leo Full Moon
Mini Scopes

LI
B
RA

Changes may come to an end with this Leo Full Moon, and you can
see the results of what you’ve been doing. You can feel more
independent, and the changes you’ve been working on may give you
more independence. If you’ve felt boxed in at all, you can push back
and work to get yourself free, but do need to be mindful of being
impulsive.

CA
PR
IC
O
RN

SA
G
IT
TA
RI
U
S

SC
O
RP
IO Something can succeed with this Leo Full Moon, and you can

achieve, make progress, get recognition, and make good impressions
on the right people. You can hit new heights, hit your stride, and take
on more responsibilities. You may get overwhelmed by that at times,
so make sure you have enough space to breathe.

The Leo Full Moon can make you more passionate about your beliefs,
and you can defend them strongly. If you don’t feel as connected to
them anymore now, then you may use this time to focus on new
beliefs that connect with who you are now and who you want to
become. Generally, you can be more positive with this Full Moon.

This Leo Full Moon may unearth something that has been hidden
away, deep down within you, that you’d rather avoid, but that needs
to come out so you can work on it, understand, solve, and move on.
It may require you to research, to empower yourself, or to transform in
some way.

P
IS
C
ES

A
Q
U
A
RI
U
S Spending time with people who make you feel calm and secure can

be how you want to spend this Leo Full Moon, and they help to
center you. Chaotic people might throw you off, and demanding
situations can make you insecure. Try to stay balanced, and improve
your connections with those who are beneficial for your life.

Tackling the little things that have piled up can be easier to do with this
Leo Full Moon, and you can channel your productive energy well.
You can finish projects and try to be efficient with your time and
energy. You may take on too much though, so try to leave time for rest
and to manage stress in healthy ways.



Sun & Pluto in Aquarius
Mini Scopes

A
RI
ES The hopes and dreams you have for the future can be much more

important to you, and you can focus on how you can make this
happen. You can see the steps that need to be made and the changes
you need to start working on, and can be open to doing so now. This
is a long-term strategy for you, and you can believe you’ll succeed
eventually.

C
A
N
C
ER

G
EM

IN
I

TA
U
RU
S There can be great success with the things you have done right and

worked hard at for a long time, and passionate productivity can pay off
in spades. You can hit new heights, hit your stride, get recognition,
and make good impressions on the right people. Ride the wave as
much as you can. If you instead experience setbacks, re-evaluate your
goals, plans, or motivations.

You can open up to possibilities, and this can create more
opportunities for you long-term. You can make use of optimism and
enthusiasm, and feel bolder, braver, and more willing to take a chance
on yourself. Harness belief in yourself to open up your life to new
adventures that teach you through experience.

Making transformations may take time, but they can be worth it in the
end as you emerge stronger, more willful, and more impressive. You
can empower yourself and give yourself more control, and you can
find your way out of something that has had you stuck for too long.
Now may be your time to rise.

V
IR
G
O

LE
O Connections can prove beneficial for you in many new ways, and you

can welcome people into your life both personally and professionally.
They can be more powerful themselves, and can present you with
opportunities you hadn’t thought of yourself. You can work well with
them, and find partnerships to be more rewarding.

It can become more important for you to focus on having something to
focus on each day that you’re passionate about, and this might be a
job or work, or it might be something at home or involving a passion
project. No matter what, you can be detailed with it, and channel your
passion into it.



Sun & Pluto in Aquarius
Mini Scopes

LI
B
RA

Your creative side can grow stronger and stronger, and you can pour
this into a hobby or creative venture. You can create something
impressive, and may get some attention for it someday. You may feel
this connects to your heart, and you can bring more joy into your life
and want to have more fun.

CA
PR

IC
O

RN
SA

G
IT

TA
RI

U
S

SC
O

RP
IO Home and family matters can become more important to you, and you

might be embarking on major transformations impacting your home life
or family. You likely want to strengthen the foundation for your life,
and this can involve tackling emotional issues and having a solid base.

Your mind can become more powerful, and you may start focusing on
taking initiative with your ideas and plans. You can believe in what you
come up with, and others can take what you say more seriously. Your
words can matter, and you can make use of mental abilities.

Stability and security can become more important for you, and you can
work on ways that will improve this long-term. You may pursue
financial opportunities or become more creative with resources, and
what you build now should connect with your true values and nothing
superficial or hollow.

P
IS

C
ES

A
Q

U
A

RI
U

S Pluto moving to your sign means you’re starting a period of
empowering yourself and taking more control in your life. You can feel
more comfortable with the power you have, and grow stronger and
more formidable. You can be willing to transform, and can make use of
passion. The Sun in your sign helps you get started.

You can become more powerful behind the scenes, and you may
prefer to be in the background so you can work on projects and plans
on your own, without interference. You can quietly build, and feel that
you’re better able to focus and clear out anything that is in your way.
This can also help you develop stronger intuition.



Mercury Direct & Ceres in Sagittarius
Mini Scopes

A
RI

ES With Mercury retrograde ending to start 2024, you may want to work
on finding balance between having the space you need to feel free
while also making sure you’re tending to your responsibilities. Ceres
helps you focus on nurturing your adventurous side, and you can open
up to new experiences.

C
A

N
C

ER
G

EM
IN

I
TA

U
RU

S The Mercury direct can help you get out of the sour mood you may
have ended 2023 with, and get unstuck with something. A solution
might be waiting for you to take back your power and control. Ceres
helps you nurture your power, and you can transform resources you
have to be of help.

Mercury retrograde ending helps you feel more like yourself since
Mercury is your ruler, and you can start focusing on improving your
connections with others and bringing more balance to your life. With
Ceres, you may nurture your relationships and feel supported by
others, and can restore harmony.

With the Mercury direct, you can begin having a better handle on
your work ethic, getting things done without overdoing it and stressing
yourself out. You can tend to little things, but make sure you also have
breaks. Ceres helps out, and you can nurture yourself in small ways
and feel nourished by the work you’re doing.

V
IR

G
O

LE
O With Mercury retrograde ending to start 2024, you may reconnect

with your heart and balance focusing on what you enjoy with getting
work done. You can be creative, but more productive with it. Ceres
helps you focus on nurturing your heart, and you may feel more
nourished by creative projects and hobbies.

The Mercury direct can help you tend to your emotional needs and
get some control over your emotions so you’re not as sensitive and
don’t lash out. You can take care of yourself well, and feel stronger
internally. Ceres helps you nurture yourself emotionally, and you can
make use of resources at home or via family.



Mercury Direct & Ceres in Sagittarius
Mini Scopes

LI
B
RA

Mercury retrograde ending helps you get some control over your
mental energy. Your mind may have been all over the place during the
retrograde, so you can work on getting focused and using it
productively. With Ceres, you may do more to nurture your mind and
get support for your ideas.

CA
PR

IC
O

RN
SA

G
IT

TA
RI

U
S

SC
O

RP
IO With the Mercury direct, you can begin to get things moving again,

albeit slowly. You may have felt stuck during the retrograde, so you can
work on being unstuck now. Ceres helps you maximize resources you
have to make you feel more stable and secure, and you can feel more
confident and strong.

With Mercury retrograde ending to start 2024 in your sign, you may
feel that you start to get back on track. You may have felt completely
off with part of the retrograde in your sign, and can tackle things with
greater ease now. Ceres in your sign helps you to nurture yourself, and
you can improve your access to resources.

The Mercury direct can help you work on clearing out, and you may
start the year wanting to finish something or get rid of something to give
yourself the ability to move forward with something new. Ceres helps
you to recharge, and you can nourish yourself alone and make use of
resources behind the scenes.

P
IS

C
ES

A
Q

U
A

RI
U

S Mercury retrograde ending helps you to get some control over any
changes in your life. You can adjust to changes that felt out of your
control, and work on starting changes that were stalled. With Ceres,
you can find new ways to nurture yourself, your life, and your dreams,
and can make use of unconventional resources.

With the Mercury direct, you can begin to make progress once again.
You can get through any challenges that come up that stalled you, and
feel that you finally start to hit your stride. Ceres helps you to nurture
your ambition and passion for your goals, and you can connect with
important people who are supportive of what you’re trying to achieve.



Your January 2024 Notes:

Mercury Direct & Ceres in Sagittarius
Make plans for opening up to experiences and expanding:

Mercury, Venus, Mars & New Moon in Capricorn
Make plans for goals:

Leo Full Moon
Make plans for connecting to your heart and being creative:

Sun & Pluto in Aquarius
Make plans for focusing on your future and making changes:



any extra notes:



2024
will be my

BEST
YEAR

yet.
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